A Concept Pyramid for Pipi Bay

**A nice place for families**
- Safe
  - Warning signs for swimmers
- Clean
  - Annual beach clean-up
- Fun
  - A low-key playground
- Non-polluting toilet systems
- Tracks in the right place
- Buildings blend in

**Appropriate facilities**

**Locals have a say**
- Local group formed
- Mārae involved
- Agencies sitting around table

**Healthy ecosystems**
- Dunes
- Sea life
- Marine Reserve (North end)
- Replant pingao
- Clean water
- Protect nesting areas

**Plenty of kaimoana**
- Educate community and visitors
- Local management
- Look into taiapure
- More honorary fisheries officers

**PIP NI BAY: A WELL LOOKED-AFTER PLACE**